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Improved Data Center Cooling Efficiency
within a MCF Series iFortress Sealed Enclosure
By Ronald Panicucci, PE
LAN Associates Engineering, Planning, Architecture, Surveying, Inc.
7RGD\¶VPRGHUQGDWDFHQWHUVDUHODUJHHQHUJ\FRQVXPHUVSDUWLFXODUO\ZLWKWKHPRYHPHQWWRZDUGKLJKHUGHQVLW\
servers. As a result of the large energy consumption and the increased awareness of energy savings initiatives
not only from the pure economic sense, but from the sustainable design perspective through the U. S. Green
Building Council LEED programs and the joint U.S. Environmental Protection Agency/U.S. Department of Energy,
Energy Star program, concern of improving data center cooling efficiency is rapidly increasing.
The total power requirement for a data center includes the IT/computing equipment itself along with the lighting,
UPS losses, and air conditioning loads including the cooling units, heat rejection units and circulating equipment
such as pumps and fans. According to the Uptime Institute, a typical data center has an average power usage
HIIHFWLYHQHVV 38( RI7KLVUDWLRLVGRZQFRQVLGHUDEO\IURPWKH8SWLPH,QVWLWXWH¶VSUHYLRXVUHSRUWRIGXH
WRWKHLQGXVWU\¶VLQFUHDVHGDwareness and implementation of energy saving tactics. The PUE metric championed
E\ 7KH *UHHQ *ULG FRPSDUHV D IDFLOLW\¶V WRWDO SRZHU XVDJH WR WKH DPRXQW RI SRZHU XVHG E\ WKH ,7 HTXLSPHQW
revealing how much is lost in the cooling and circulation systems. At a PUE of approximately1.8 to 2.0, electricity
consumption for cooling accounts for 1/3 of the total datacenter power consumption. Therefore, any
improvements in cooling system operating efficiency can have a significant cost savings impact.
The cooling V\VWHPV GHVLJQHG IRU WRGD\¶V GDWD FHQWHUV PXVW RSHUDWH FRQWLQXRXVO\  7KH V\VWHPV PXVW
remove heat produced by the electrical equipment, to prevent it from reaching an unacceptable level. The heat
generated by the data center is the combination of heat generated by the data processing equipment, along with
the infrastructure and support equipment including UPS, power distribution, air conditioning, lighting and
occupants. The overall load is determined by the electrical load of the equipment and factors for lighting and
occupants, typically expressed as watts/sq. ft. or watts/person. Data center cooling equipment is designed to
provide air to the inlet of the computer equipment that ranges from 68° F to 77° F, with a relative humidity of 40%
to 55%.
Building Envelope Losses
The load determination above ignores sources of environmental heat such as sunlight through windows and heat
transferred though the building, and/or data center envelope. For small data or network rooms which do not have
walls or windows to the outside, the building envelope effects can be ignored. However, for moderate to large
data centers which typically have walls or a roof exposed to the outdoors, additional heat loads must be added to
the design capacity of the air conditioning system. The parameters to be considered in the additional loads
imposed by the building envelope include thermal resistance (insulation), thermal mass (heavy construction such
as concrete versus light-weight steel), air-tightness, and moisture permeability.
Besides the added potential heat gain from exterior sources, the data center envelope of a conventionally
constructed facility is subject to cooling losses. Valuable cooled air can be lost through floors, walls and ceilings
as well as the many typical utility penetrations. It is common practice to oversize the cooling system by as much
as 30% to overcome these losses, particularly in raised floor environments where a floor plenum must be
pressurized to provide sufficient flow across the raised floor area while the under floor area is a popular location
for cable, conduit and piping penetrations as well as potential breaches from past uses or tenants and other
building modifications.
Humidity
Another important cooling load factor is humidity. A dDWDFHQWHU¶VFRROLQJV\VWHPFDQEHRSHUDWHGPRUHHIILFLHQWO\
by sealing the room to control humidity and reduce the infiltration of humidity from outside. When the
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environment within the data center is at a lower humidity level than the outdoor space, the humidity levels will
work to achieve equilibrium between the two spaces. The datacenter floors, walls and ceilings of a conventionally
constructed data center will allow humidity to enter through porous surfaces, penetrations, cracks and other
openings. The amount of humidity that can enter the data center space is dependent upon the amount of open
area and difference in humidity and temperature between the spaces.
Besides cooling, the air conditioning system provides control of the data center humidity. In an ideal situation,
once the specified relative humidity is achieved, the air conditioning equipment would operate without the need to
add water. However, due to the cooling of the air by the air conditioning equipment, the temperature is reduced
below the dew point, and moisture is removed as a result of condensation. Then, to achieve the desired minimum
relative humidity, supplemental humidification is performed. This supplemental humidification is an additional
heat load with must be factored into the design capacity and operation of the system and can lead to an
overdesign of up to 30%.
Improved Efficiencies Within a MCF Series iFortress Sealed Enclosure
As a general, overall rule, it is good practice to size a cooling system for small data or network rooms based on a
factor or 1.3 times the total anticipated equipment load, plus an added capacity for redundancy. However, for
larger data centers, air will pass into the interior of the data center, through cracks and other unsealed openings in
the building and data center envelope. The primary areas of leakage tend to be at gaps around windows and
doors, joints in building façade elements, wall/roof junctures, utility penetrations and other areas where it is
difficult to develop an air-tight seaO  7KLV W\SH RI OHDNDJH DQG ORVVHV LV W\SLFDO IRU PDQ\ RI WRGD\¶V ODUJHU GDWD
centers and is common for co-location type facilities which are often constructed within large warehouse or
industrial type buildings rather than in better constructed commercial or office type spaces. Such leakage will
have a negative impact on indoor temperature and humidity, must be accounted for in the design process, and
provides for an area of improvement to increase the efficiency of conventional air conditioning systems.
The analysis described above takes into consideration the rated equipment loads, peak demands and steadyVWDWH FRQGLWLRQV WKDW DUH MXVW UHSUHVHQWDWLYH ³VQDSVKRWV´ RI GDWD FHQWHU SHUIRUPDQFH +RZHYHU WKLV VLPSOLILHG
analysis does not provide the designer with information regarding the dynamics of indoor temperature and
humidity, two of the most crucial factors necessary to accurately design an efficient data center cooling system.
One means of eliminating the dynamic factors and simplifying the design is to construct the data center within a
MCF Series L)RUWUHVV sealed enclosure. The MCF Series L)RUWUHVV is a well-insulated, air-tight, water-tight,
hermetically sealed enclosure, and by constructing a data center within such an enclosure, the effects of
environmental heat, infiltration and humidity fluctuations can be reduced considerably, if not eliminated.
The example below compares the environmental heat load of a 5,000 square foot data center constructed
conventionally to that of an iFortress enclosure with R-22 insulation and sealed construction. The analysis shows
that the MCF Series L)RUWUHVVZKLFKLVDVHDOHGDVVHPEO\WKDWSURYLGHVDQ 5LQVXODWLRQYDOXHUHVXOWVLQD
sensible heat loss reduction of 60% over the conventionally built facility. Also, because the iFortress enclosure
results in an airtight, water tight, hermetically sealed enclosure, infiltration is eliminated, thereby reducing the
effects of fluctuations in humidity, providing for increased efficiency. Based on the reduction in environmental
heat load alone, a minimum increase in overall cooling load efficiency of 9% can be expected (As indicated
above, it is good practice to overdesign the system by 30%. The 60% reduction results in an overdesign of 0.3 x
0.6, or 0.18. A design factor of 1.18 compared to 1.3 is a reduction of 9%).
Dust and Dirt
In addition to the cooling system design factors discussed above, the presence of dust and dirt can cause a
significant reduction in the quantity of circulated air. By eliminating dust and dirt, the pressure drop through the air
handling systems is greatly reduced, providing for another potential energy savings. Experience shows that dust
and dirt accumulation in filters and other parts of the cooling system will result in significant pressure reduction
resulting in the need for additional fan power and energy consumption.
Constructing a data center within a MCF Series L)RUWUHVV sealed enclosure will greatly reduce the infiltration of
dust and dirt. By reducing the infiltration of dust and dirt, there will be a reduced need to clean or replace filters
and more efficient air movement. Clean HVAC system surfaces will also result in greater efficiency of heat
transfer.
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Airflow and Distribution
Additional efficiencies can be gained by constructing a data center within a MCF Series L)RUWUHVV sealed
enclosure due to the ability to optimizing air flow. I addition to the typical improvements like rack arrangement
and cable management, further efficiency is gained within an iFortresV enclosure through improved capture of
hot air for return to the inlet of the HVAC equipment when compared to ceiling plenum systems and some ducted
arrangements.
In addition to the above note efficiencies that are gained by a sealed iFortress enclosure, there is virtually a 100%
efficiency gained on the energy that is consumed to maintain a positive level of pressure within a conventionally
built facility. This expense, along with the installation of vapor barriers within conventional walls, is a common
SUDFWLFHXVHGWRPDLQWDLQ DV³KXPLGLW\IUHH´DQHQYLURQPHQWDVSRVVLEOHIRUGDWDFHQWHUVDVZHOODVUHGXFHWKH
infiltration of dirt and dust from adjacent spaces. Because the iFortress panels are engineered to withstand
elements such as humidity and the assemblies are sealed, including all utility penetrations through the use of the
iPortal panel, the pressure established within the assemblies is constant, and therefore, there is no need for these
pressurization efforts. As such, this consumption of energy, used as a form of standard operating procedure in
data centers, is entirely eliminated, thereby netting a 100% efficiency gain.
i F O R T R ESS/C O N V E N T I O N A L C O NST R U C T I O N D A T A C E N T E R C O M P A R A T I V E
C O O L I N G L O A D C A L C U L A T I O NS - F O R O N L Y T H E B U I L D I N G E N V E L O P E
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N O T ES:

0

01. IT IS ASSUMED THAT THE COMPARISION IS FOR A SPACE WITH NO GLASS WINDOWS.
02. THE ABOVE CALCULATIONS ARE ONLY BASED ON BUILDING ENVELOPE.
03. TOTAL COOLING LOAD CONVERSION INTO KWH IS BASED ON 12,000 BTUH SENSIBLE LOAD = 1 TON)
04. A.C. UNIT ELECTRICAL CONSUMPTION HAS BEEN TAKEN AS 0.9 KW/TON

SE NSI B L E L O A D
BTUH

2,727
4,545
7,273

